Case Closed*  
No response from Complainant

Case Closed*  
Decline Investigation

Informal Resolution  
No agreement on Informal Resolution terms

Resolution-Case Closed

Complainant contacted via letter and invited to participate in an initial resource meeting.

Complainant responds and participates in initial meeting-Supportive Measures Provided

Report Received

Formal Complaint Filed-Respondent Notification

Formal Investigation

Pre-Hearing Conference

Administrative Adjudication

Hearing

Hearing Panel Decision

Sanctioning (if found Responsible)

Case Closed (if not found Responsible)

Appeal (If applicable)

Case Closed

No agreement on Informal Resolution terms

New Hearing Panel Determination

Yes

*For full information, please view SFA Policy 2.13, Title IX

Reference the Title IX Grievance Process Steps document while viewing this flowchart for additional details.